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" 
Introduction The purpose of this study is to propose ·an efficient beam extraction . 

system for, the AIC-144 cyclotron, IFJ, Krakow, Poland (l_]. · · 
All the pertinent parameters of the cyclotro~ became available to the design team only 

. quite a short time ago. Hence, the proposed solution to the problem under consideration 
should be rega~ded as a very prelimin~ry oue. · · 

Performance requirements The followiug extracted beams properties were assumed . 
Particle Parameter, Miu Feasible Max Option 
Proton Energy (MeV) 20 22.5 60 60.5 

Intensity (µA) 1 - - -
Deuteron Energy (Me V) 20 23.5 •, 30 - . 

,. Intensity. (µA) 25 - - -
a-particle Energy (Me V) - - .- max 

Intensity (µA) - - - 10 

The feasibility of the low energy extraction is limited by beam losses 011 the passage of 
certain resonances in the tune diagram. An optional ·requirement, concerning a-particle, 
implies that the extraction will be performed by a device,· designed only for proton and
<leuterou. Jt was 'also understood, that the intensity requirement will be met if a sufficient 
iutemal beam ·current is accelerated. - . 

I 

'. Existing extraction system analysis There are _several factors which .have pre
cluded the highly efficient particle extraction withii1 the existing system: ·rather low.beam 
quality due to a large (1.2 mT) amplitude of the first harmonic of.the xnagnetic field at 
injection, low energy gain per tum (VdeeS 50 kV), limited voltage(::; 55 kV) at the electro
static deflector to direct- the ·accelerated particies away from the cyclotron magnetic field . 
. An·extraction device similar to the AIC-144 was also exploited in the U-120-M cyclotron 
(Rzez, Czech Republic) and showed rather lo~ (15 + 20•%) ;,;fficiency, i.e extracted to 
internal curreiit ratio [2f. _ · . · . . ._ · , . 

•, - , 

., New extraction system The layout of the 1iew extraction system is given in Fig. l • 
- and Fig 2. . _ ·· · 

A precession of particle orbit centers, widely exploited ir~ the extraction of positive ions 
from compact cyclotrons, has been· chosen as a solution of the problerri. The precession 
manifests itself in the fringe ~agnetic field of the cyclotron due to· the well controlled first 

'harmonic ( 0.1 +0.5 mT) of the magnetic field perturbation, which produces radial coherent 
oscillations of the amplitude (5+10) mr~- The choice of the precessional extraction method 
is based on the fact that higlier final energy is reached in a given cyclotron field. It also 

,. allows tlre largest radius, where the ESD entrance has to be placed. Accordingly, the 
smallest values of the electric field strength in the ESD could be exploited. 

Computer.simulation The below described procedure was followed in the calcula
tions. In the central region the spatial distributio1i ·or the electric field and beam centering 
were calculated. In the main acceleration region the magnetic field ·maps and the corre- , 
sponding beam transmissi~n were calculated. -Near the extraction radius various methods 
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Figure 1: AIC-144 cyclotron magnetic structure with the extraction system shown 

to enhance the orbit separation were considered. A precessional method has been chosen 
as the most suitable for the case. Realistic magnetic field distributions near the extraction 
radius and along the ejected particle trajectory were interpolated from the measured and 
calculated maps. The parameters of the deflector and the system for coherent amplitude 
build up were defined. The magnetic and electrostatic field contribution from the above 
mentioned devices were included in the main field maps. Various beam deflection simu
lations were performed in the thus reconstructed fields. We discuss all these steps briefly 
below. 

Magnetic field structure Prior to the beam dynamics analysis the magnetic field 
maps for various modes of acceleration should be known. These maps cover both the main 
acceleration region and the magnet frmge field zone. 

Field shaping in the·acceleration region (isochronous curves) was performed with the 
help of the trim coils for protons of 60 MeV (main coil current l 0 =600 A) and of 22.5 MeV 
(10 =120 A) and deuterons of 30 MeV (I0 =600 A) and of 23.5 MeV (l0 =285 A). In the 
most difficult case (protons of 60 Me V) the accuracy of the mean field shaping was 1.5 mT 
at the level of 1.82 T. Usirig the proposed additional valley shims, the deviation of the 
field from the desired one could be decreased down to 0.1 mT. 

1n the central region by means of better accuracy irI manufacturing of central sectors 
the amplitude of first harmonic was decreased from 1.2 mT to 0. 7 mT. Another correction, 
down to 0.2+0.3 mT, is under way. 

Turn separation enhancement The system parameters were chosen mainly to pro
vide extraction of 60 MeV protons because it is the most difficult case for the extraction 
process. 
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Figure 2: Extraction system layout. 1,2,3 --- electrostatic deflector sections ESD---1,2,3; 4,5,6 --
magnetic channel sections MC---1,2,3; 7 --- valley shim; 8 --- harmonic coil; 9 --- spiral shim; IO -
vacuum chamber; 11 --- dee 
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A set of particles with the initial radial amplitudes of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mm, axial 
amplitude of 1, 2 and 3 mm (emittance= 4.5 1rxmmxmrad}, energy of 55 MeV, belonging 
to the beam bunch of 20° RF width, were traced through the extraction region. This rather 
good beam quality could be taken for the calculations as a result of the first magnetic 
field harmonic suppression in the central region and the centering and beam transmission 
studies. 

Due to passing the 2Qz=Qr coupling resonance, with Qr and Qz the radial and axial 
oscillation frequencies, axial amplitudes of some particles increase and the extracted beam 
axial emittance goes up to 8 1rxmmxmrad. ·The optimal ·values of the first harmonic 
amplitude (0.2 mT) and its phase (1700) were obtained to provide~ 4 mm radial tum 
separati~n at the ESD mouth (azimuth 98°). The ESD entrance position should be at the 
radius 62.6 cm to reduce the beam losses at its septum down to 10 + 15 %, provided the 
septum width is 0.5 mm. The radial emittance of the beam equals 9 1rxmmxmrad and 
energy is. - 60.08 ± 0.17 MeV there. 

When simulating the extracting process of 22.5 Me V protons, the procedure similar to 
protons of 60 Me V was_ employed. Here, the main difference is higher maximal separation 
between two successive turns (~ 11 mm). Of course, the following parameters of the 
extraction system should be adjusted as required: Vdee, the first harmonic ainplitude and 
its phase,·ESD entrance position and aperture. But these values are less demanding than 
in the previous case. The same is valid for deuterous and a-particles within their specified 
energy range. 

A new system of harmonic coils is proposed to produce the required magnetic field 
perturbation. It will be placed around the valley shims, in the radial range 61+68 cm. 
Having 900 Axturns in one coil, one could expect the amplitude of the first harmonic 
~ 1.2 mT with any desired phase. 

Beam deflection Again, the basic parameters were chosen for the extraction of 
60 Me V protons. The existing system constraints should be obeyed too. Three elec
trostatic deflector sections and three magnetic channel sections are used for the beam 
deflection to the matching point with the cylindrical coordinates R = 153 cm and az
imuth = 308°, the desired beam spot dimensions being IO x IO mm there. The correspond
ing radial and axial env~lopes were also calculated. 

Deflection of 22.5 MeV protons, deuterons and a-particles within the specified energy 
ranges requires a suitable adjustment of the parameters of all the deflector sections. But, 
again, their values are less demanding than in case with 60 MeV protons. It was also 
understood that the extraction of particles of any intermediate energy (in between the 
above considered extremities) could be easily provided by the proposed device. 

As an example, some parameters of the deflector for the case of 60 Me V protons are 
summarized in the Table. 
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Parameter Units ESD-1 ESD-2 ESD-3 MC-1 MC-2 MC-3 

Voltage kV 55 55 55 - - -
Field kV/cm 110 110 110 - - -

Strength Tesla - - - -0.183 -0.223 0 

Field kV/cm~ 0 0 -43 - - -
Gradient Tesla/m - - - 0 8 12 

The ESD-1 section allows one to use lower voltage in the ESD to provide required 
beam deflection at the MC-1 section mouth. The preliminary design of the ESD sections 
was made with the help of the well known RELAX-3D code. In order to reduce the 
cyclotron magnetic field along the extraction paths and to provide horizontal focusing 
for compensating for the defoc·using effect of the cyclotron fringe field, passive magnetic 
channel sections MC-1 and MC-2 are employed. Although _a relatively low magnet field 
('.','. 0.3 T) near the MC-3 section allows its active design, the final decision is still to be 
done. The radial gradients of the sections and the field drops are adjusted by shifting 
the radial beam position inside them. To this end, channel sections have got rather wide 

working radial apertures. 

Conclusion A new extraction system for the cyclotron AIC-144 is proposed. Com
puter simulation shows' its potentially high efficiency for the specified set of particles and 
range of their energies. Intensive calculations are still to be continued to prepare a formal 
Technical Proposal for the device design. 

Authors would like to express their gratitude to O.V.Lomakina for her help in prepering 

this manuscript. 
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6opHcoe O.H. H .up. E9:96-492 
Hccne.uoeaime B03MO)KHOCTeit Bbrno.ua nyqKa ll3 UHKnorpo11a AHU~ I 44 

flpe.uno)KeHa HOBllil CHCT_eMa BblBO.lla ny4Ka H3. UIIKJIOTpoHa AHU-144. 
)lm1 pewemrn 3a,lla4H 6bln Bb16paH MeTO.ll npeueCCIIH UeHTp0B op6HT lJaCTIIU . 
OTKn()HeHHe nyqKa. B 3a.uam1y10 T04KY B_He. ycKOpl_iTSJH . ocymecrnm1eTCH. Tp~MH 
3neKTpOCTaTH4eCKHMH H Tpel',UI. 3neKrpOM.i}l1UITHblMH ceKUHHMH .uecpneKTOpa: Mo
.uenHpoBaHHe Ha 38M yKa3bl8aeT· Ha noTeHUllanbl!O BbiCOKYIO 3qxpeKTIIBIIOCTb 
npe.uno)Ke1rnoi-i cttcTeMbl BblBC).lla .umi 3a,aammro miaiuµoHa 4acrnu II HX 311ep1_tiii. 
B 11acrnHmee epeMH ee.uyrcH, pacqeTbl no onpe.ueneumo .ueTanb11oi-i _ _cipyi;.T)'pbl · 
3neMeHTOB CHCTeMbl BblBO.lla. 

Pa6orn Bhmo~ueHa e Jla6oparnpm1 H.llep11blx npo6neM OH51H. _. 

Coo6memte O61,emrneHHOro IIHCTHT)'Ta ll.UepHW( IICC/le.UOBaHIIH. Jly611a, 1996 . . ' . . ' 
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Feasibility Study of the Beam Extraction from the AIC-144 Cyclotron · 

A new extraction system for. the cyclotron AIC: 144 is proposed.' A precession 
of particle orbit centers ha-; been chosen a-; a solution of the·problem.·Three . 
electrostatic deflector sections and three _magnetic channel . sections are used 

.. for the beam deflection to the matching point. Computer simulation shows 
potentially high efficiency of the proposed system for the specified set of particles 
and range of their energies. Intensive calcu_lations are under way to prepare a detailed 
design of the device components. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, 
JINR. . . . 
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